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Summary
As the collapse of the Western Roman Empire accelerated during the 4th and 5th centuries, arriving
“barbarian” groups began to establish new communities in the border provinces of the declining (and
eventually former) empire. This was a time of significant cultural and political change throughout not only
these border regions but Europe as a whole.1,2 To better understand post-Roman community formation in
one of these key frontier zones after the collapse of the Hunnic movement, we generated new
paleogenomic data for a set of 38 burials from a time series of three 5th century cemeteries3–5 at Lake
Balaton, Hungary. We utilized a comprehensive sampling approach to characterize these cemeteries
along with data from 38 additional burials from a previously published mid-6th century site6 and analyzed
them alongside data from over 550 penecontemporaneous individuals7–19. The range of genetic diversity
in all four of these local burial communities is extensive and wider ranging than penecontemporaneous
Europeans sequenced to date. Despite many commonalities in burial representation and demography, we
find that there were substantial differences in genetic ancestry between the sites. We detect evidence of
northern European gene flow into the Lake Balaton region. Additionally, we observe a statistically
significant association between dress artefacts and genetic ancestry among 5th century genetically
female burials. Our analysis shows that the formation of early Medieval communities was a multifarious
process even at a local level, consisting of genetically heterogeneous groups.
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Results and Discussion
With the dissolution of the Western Roman Empire, the 5th century was a period of great political,
cultural, and demographic change in Europe1,2. This was particularly true in the Middle Danube Region,
which had long served as a frontier zone of the Roman Empire and also became a border zone after its
division into the Western and Eastern Empires after 395 CE. With the abandonment of the Pannonian
provinces by the Roman civil and military administration, most likely in 433 CE, it had already lost its
former political and military importance. The region’s subsequent development was first determined by
the period of Hunnic rule in the middle of the 5th century, after which it came under the influence of
various “barbarian” groups (Goths, Heruls, Langobards, etc.). These changes resulted in the
transformation of settlement structures and patterns, the appearance of new material culture, and the
continuous emergence of new communities that founded small burial sites, quite unlike the large late
Roman cemeteries of the 4th century, which could sometimes contain thousands of graves.1,2

We previously performed a comprehensive paleogenomic characterization of Szólád, a Langobard-period
cemetery found on the southern shore of Lake Balaton, Hungary, dating to the middle of the 6th century.6
We demonstrated that the community was organized primarily around a large, three-generation male
kindred enriched for genomic ancestry found in modern northern Europeans, and that it was possible to
distinguish at least two groups of burials with different genomic ancestry that differed with regard to grave
structure, the dress accessories, and other grave goods.

In this study we present the analysis of paleogenomic data derived from a dense spatial and temporal
sampling approach13,20,21 for 38 individuals from three earlier cemeteries near Szólád that date to the
middle and second half of the 5th century CE (Fonyód, Hács, and Balatonszemes). This allowed us to
investigate whether the genetic heterogeneity observed at Szólád represented a long-standing
post-Roman structure in the region or was the result of 6th-century population movements as described in
the written sources. In particular we were interested in a) to what extent the continuous emergence of
these short-lived communities was the result of extensive human mobility in the region and the
appearance of new population groups, as attested by the written sources and b) what role biological
relatedness played in the construction of social kinship and organization of these post-Roman
communities.6,22 In other words, did genetic variation correspond to significant social and cultural
differences in burial customs and spatial organization of the sites?

5th century Pannonia: Fonyód, Hács, & Balatonszemes
Fonyód, Hács, and Balatonszemes (Supp. Section S1) are located within 18 km of each other on elevated
loess ridges close to the southern shore of Lake Balaton. They were chosen for analysis based on their
geographical proximity to Szólád, and are considered fairly typical of the region and this period. They
chronologically represent a time transect of the second part of the 5th century, with Fonyód dated to the
middle third, Hács to the second half, and Balatonszemes to the end of the 5th century (Fig. 1). Their
dating is based on certain jewelry types (brooches, pins, earrings, etc.) and tools (‘nomadic mirrors’ of the
Čmi-Brigetio type, double-sided combs)3–5,23,24. All three sites represent small (19, 29, and 19 graves
respectively), probably short-lived rural communities, with a substantial bias towards adult female burials
(i.e., 20 adult females, 4 adult males, 17 subadults). Hács and Balatonszemes are also very similar in
terms of burial representation, as artefacts are mostly found in female burials in contrast to male burials
which are generally poorly furnished.4,5,24 Artificial cranial deformation (henceforth ACD) is also
observable in all sites but it is only prevalent in Fonyód (found in 7/11 preserved crania), while the other
two sites only contained single examples (Supp. Section S2). The sites also show differences in terms of
spatial organization of the burials, with Fonyód being unique24 due to its six grave clusters lying at roughly
equal distances of 50–60 m from each other (Fig. 2).

Genome sequencing
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From Fonyód, we obtained genomic data from 13 of 14 graves with human remains, from Hács from all
14 accessible burials, and from Balatonszemes 11 of 13 graves with human remains. Altogether 38
samples were newly sequenced and analyzed (Supp. Section S3). Ten samples underwent whole
genome sequencing (WGS) (coverage mean 8.36×, range 5-11×), and the remaining 28 underwent
genome-wide SNP capture sequencing for ~1.2 million SNPs (1240K)25–27 (coverage mean 1.47×, range
0.02-3.46×). Mitochondrial contamination rate medians28 were 1-3% for all individuals, while nuclear
contamination point estimates29 from the 14 males were between 0.4% and 2% (Table S1). In addition, 14
new samples from Bardonecchia and Torino Lavazza (5th-8th century Italy) underwent 1240K capture
with coverages from 0.39-3.85×, while one from Bardonecchia underwent WGS (Bard_T1, coverage
6.54×).

Temporal Variation in Population genetic structure in the 5th century
A principal component analysis (PCA) of ancient individuals against modern reference individuals using a
Procrustes-transformation technique demonstrated that all 5th century Lake Balaton individuals along with
6th-century Szólád possessed genomic ancestry that reflected primarily modern European genetic
diversity (n=69 total) (Fig 3a, Supp Fig S1). In addition, we analyzed a penecontemporary (c. 4-8th
century CE) set of 492 comparative individuals (477 previously published alongside 15 newly produced
from Bardonecchia and Torino Lavazza) sampled from across Europe (see Table S2 and Supp. Section
S4)6–12,30. Confidence ellipses of PC1 and PC2 coordinates demonstrate that while the penecontemporary
regions cluster primarily with modern individuals from the same geographic regions (i.e., they are
localized) (Fig 3b), our 5-6th century Lake Balaton individuals have a much more diverse genomic
ancestry, encompassing a range reflecting the entire north to south axis of modern European genetic
variation in the POPRES dataset31 (though not western or eastern Europe) (Fig 3a). While all Lake
Balaton individuals were sampled from a single region of 200 km2 over a ~100 years, the
penecontemporary populations generally encompass much larger geographic regions and wider time
frames (and thus we would expect more genetic diversity): this suggests that that this part of central
Europe experienced particularly high rates of gene flow during the 5-6th centuries. We explicitly modeled
gene flow in a spatial context across Europe using our Lake Balaton and penecontemporary individuals
using FEEMS32 and indeed found a strong rate of gene flow between the Lake Balaton region and
populations across Northern Europe ~1,000km away (Figs 3d, S2)

To further explore the structure within our Lake Balaton cemeteries, we also used a model-based
clustering method (fastNGSadmix)33 to characterize the genomic ancestry of each individual using 1000
Genomes Project (1000G)34 populations as possible sources. In addition, given the localized geographic
structure observed in the PCA for the penecontemporary Europeans, we constructed a panel of
penecontemporary reference individuals with a similar geographic distribution to the 1000G populations
(see Supp. Section S5)7,9–12,14–19. The two reference sets yielded qualitatively similar patterns (Figs 4a-b
and S3), with almost all individuals possessing some combination of primarily Tuscan (TSI), Central
European and Great Britain (CEU+GBR), and Finnish (FIN) modern ancestry or Mediterranean (MEDEU),
northern Germany and British (NGBI), and Scandinavian/Estonian (SCAND) penecontemporary ancestry.
However, all three 5th-century cemeteries have distinct profiles with regard to the relative proportions of
these components, with the penecontemporary analysis showing these differences most clearly. Most
notably there is a clear progressive significant increase in SCAND ancestry and corresponding decrease
in NGBI ancestry with time for the 5th century sites (Fonyód, Hács, Balatonszemes SCAND
0.07>0.26>0.38, NGBI 0.40<0.31<0.14, Fig 4c).

Fonyód, which dates to the peak of the Hunnic power in the region, differs markedly from the later two 5th
century sites from both an archaeological and genomic perspective. Its unique spatial structure suggests
that it is a burial site of a short-lived coexistence of Hunnic period groups, part of them practicing ACD, a
tradition that is considered a foreign phenomenon in Pannonia and less prevalent in the later sites.35
Genomically, Fonyód also possesses significantly (as assessed by non-overlapping 95% CIs) more
Mediterranean ancestry than the other Lake Balaton sites and is somewhat southern shifted on the PCA.
Overall, the site shows more non-European diversity, with two individuals possessing ~6% Asian ancestry
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and one individual 12% African ancestry. Thus the genomic profile of Fonyód may reflect heterogeneity of
the late Roman period and/or recent influx from the East.

Both Hács and Balatonszemes are enriched for individuals with very high proportions of northern
European ancestry (NGBI+SCAND) that are not as prominent at Fonyód (Fig 3c), potentially indicating
the arrival of new groups to the region consistent with written records describing the emergence of new
‘barbarian’ powers after the fall of the Hunnic empire, in the second half of the 5th century. The high level
of gene flow between Lake Balaton individuals and northern Europe is only seen in our FEEMS analysis
when examining these later two communities, while the use of the earlier Fonyód site results in a barrier
to gene flow to this region and greater gene flow with southern Europe (Fig S2). However because of
variation in the relative SCAND/NGBI components, individuals with higher PC1 values (i.e,. more northern
European ancestry) show no overlap in the PCA between the two sites (Fig 3c), with Hács angling
towards the modern northwestern Europe and Balatonszemes northeastern Europe. These differences
could indicate that groups from similar, yet distinguishable, sources from northern Europe arrived into the
region in multiple waves during the second half of the 5th century. On the other hand, the presence of
individuals with high amounts of MEDEU ancestry is a constant in all four sites and they show overlap in
the PCA, suggesting this may represent a more stable local genomic signature during this entire period.

Interestingly, Szólád demonstrates a profile that encompasses genomic variation observed in all three
5th-century sites, albeit it has a much larger sample size. Northern European ancestry is even more
prominent than at Hács and Balatonszemes, driven primarily (but not totally) by a large nine member
pedigree identified previously. The individuals in this pedigree along with most other northern-like
individuals lack the high SCAND component observed in Balatonszemes (qualitatively resembling those
from Fonyód and Hács instead, the three notable exceptions being two second degree relatives, Sz_41
and Sz_42, with 92% and 73% SCAND ancestry respectively and Sz_4 with 59%), suggesting no major
direct continuity between these two sites. Szólád is notable for strontium isotope data suggesting most
adults at the site were non-local, regardless of genomic ancestry. However our data make clear that the
major patterns of genetic ancestry observed at Szólád were already established during the 2nd half of the
5th century in and around the Lake Balaton area. Thus, this community could have formed from the
existing diverse regional pool of genetic variation established ~50 years earlier, rather than just being the
result of the arrival of a new population group, i.e., the Langobards, as interpreted by both historical and
archaeological research.36–39

Biological relatedness and social relationships
The small burial groups at Fonyód were previously interpreted as signs of strong social ties24 and Hács
and Balatonszemes have been described as family cemeteries.5,23,40 We used lcMLkin to identify close
biological relatives in all three 5th-century sites. At all three sites, biological kindreds (i.e., sets of closely
biologically related individuals) consisted of only a few very close, first- and second-degree relatives,
mostly on the mother’s side (Fig 2, Table S3). This is in stark contrast to Szólád where the cemetery was
organized largely around male biological relatives with a large extended pedigree. Biologically related
individuals at Fonyód and Balatonszemes were buried in close proximity to each other and in the latter
case their connection is also clearly reflected by the similarities in the burial customs suggesting that
these connections held meaningful social values. (Supp. Section S6). However, the relatively low number
of biologically related individuals, the small size of the kindreds and the lack of biological relations in most
burial groups—probably also influenced by the short occupation period of the sites and the low number of
buried individuals—suggest that other factors may have had a major influence on the formation of these
5th century communities.

To examine to what extent the broader biological backgrounds of individuals (as determined by genomic
ancestry) beyond close biological kinship were acknowledged as meaningful social ties, we also
compared burial customs demonstrating variation with the POPRES PCA PC1 and PC2 coordinates
using a logistic regression framework (Table S4). We observed a strong significant association between
the presence of various jewelry types and dress accessories (i.e., polyhedral earrings, various brooch
types, bracelets, amber beads, etc.) characteristic of the 5th-century female burials41,42 and genetic
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variation (p=0.008, n=20 for adults, p=0.002, n=23 for adults and children). This appears to be primarily
driven by most individuals with dress accessories possessing high amounts of northern European
ancestry (13/16 are majority SCAND/NGBI) (Fig 4, S4), and as such, site-specific regressions are only
significant for Hács (p=0.01, n=8) and Balatonszemes (p=0.008, n=7) but not Fonyód (p=0.08, n=8)
(despite all three tests having similar power; Table S4). This results points to individuals with northern
European genetic backgrounds being treated differently in death by their respective communities,
perhaps marking cultural and/or social differences between locals and more recent migrants in the region.
Though close biological relatives were rare, it is also noteworthy that all biological kindreds involved
individuals with predominantly northern genomic ancestry, maybe reflecting another aspect of this
biologically-structured social organization.

While Szólád shows a similar genomic profile to the three 5th-century sites, it is strikingly different in
terms of funerary practices, spatial organization and demographics. There was no significant association
between genetic variation and brooches—an artefact that in various forms and types is present in the
5th-century sites as well as the 6th-century Szólád—from genetically female burials (including and
excluding subadults) (p<0.56, n=11), suggesting that social and economic differences were no longer
formulated along fault lines of genetic background in this community. Whether this weakening of the
association between this artefact and genomic ancestry reflects a more general shift in social kinship
practices (at least with respect to women) since the 5th century and the establishment of Langobard rule
is difficult to conclude with just our data, as even amongst other 6th century Lake Balaton sites Szólád is
considered somewhat unique, with the vast majority of adult and adolescent males (15/19) being buried
with weapons.36,43 The importance of a northern genomic background appears to still be manifested in this
community socially, but rather through the dominance of the cemetery by a spatially clustered and
primarily male kindred.

Conclusion
Early medieval history has played a major role in the formation of modern Europe. Ethnonationalist
rhetoric in the 19th and 20th centuries allowed a link to be made between historical peoples from various
written sources and modern nation states.44,45 The key to this linkage was the idea of a common ethnic
and cultural heritage from these presumed ancestral and homogenous groups after the fall of the Roman
Empire, though recent historical, archaeological, and anthropological studies have found this to be a vast
oversimplification, with the material culture demonstrating significant complexity across the early Middle
Ages. Strikingly, rather than homogeneity, our three post-Roman 5th-century sites from Lake Balaton
exhibit considerable genomic diversity compared to penecontemporaneous Europe. This region
experienced particular high levels of gene flow during this period, and there are significant shifts in
genomic ancestry through our 5th century time transect over a period of only ~50 years that indicate
migration into the region from various sources, probably from areas in northern Europe, consistent with
the continuously changing political landscape of the period described in the historical record.46,47 As these
post-Roman communities formed from mixtures of locals and migrants, social ties between individuals of
similar genomic backgrounds appear to have still been maintained to some extent, but these links could
shift rapidly rather than being enduring states of social organization, and the importance of close
biological relatedness varied considerably. Given the immense complexity observed in just these four
small cemeteries, it is clear that comprehensive fine-grained spatiotemporal genomic sampling will be
critical to unpack the processes that underlie the subsequent development of modern Europe.

STAR Methods
Processing of novel genomic dataset
Petrous bone samples were collected from individuals from Fonyód, Hács, and Balatonszemes (as well
as two penecontemporaneous Italian reference sites, Bardonecchia and Torino Lavazza), except
Fonyod_304 and Fonyod_305 where tibial fragments were collected instead. The bone samples were
powdered in a clean room exclusively dedicated to ancient DNA analysis, and a silica-based protocol was
used for DNA extraction and purification48. Illumina libraries were created and processed for all DNA
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samples. For Hács, Balatonszemes, Bardonecchia, and Torino Lavazza exploratory shotgun sequencing
was conducted, and libraries underwent a target enrichment for ~1.2 million genome-wide SNPs (1240K)
before sequencing, or a direct whole deep genome sequencing (WGS) according to endogenous DNA
preservation; alternatively, for Fonyód, all libraries directly went to 1240K target enrichment, omitting
shotgun sequencing (see Supp. Section S3).

BAM files from these novel sites were called using in-house scripts (www.github.com/kveeramah).
Non-UDG treated data was processed using a caller that incorporates damage patterns from
mapDamage, while UDG treated data was instead processed using an indent caller that disregarded the
first and last five bases of any given read. Output VCF files include diploid genotypes as well as genotype
likelihoods. For detailed information about these sites, see Supp. Section S1. For detailed information
about DNA extraction and processing, see Supp. Section S3. Information about all individuals newly
processed and analyzed for this paper are presented in Table S1.

Mitochondrial and Y chromosome analyses
For mitochondrial analysis, BAM files from the four Balaton region sites were filtered down to reads
aligning to the mitochondrial genome as fastq files using samtools. Mitochondrial genomes from
individuals with >1500 mitochondrial reads were assembled using Mapping Iterative Assembler 49 (which
was designed for ancient mitochondrial genome assembly). Haplotype assignment was made using
MitoTool 1.1.2.50 For further mtDNA analysis, see Supp. Section S7.

For the Y chromosome, we restricted the analysis to 1240K Y chromosome SNPs among 1240K-captured
males but analyzed the whole chromosome for the four WGS males. Phylogenetic position of each Y
chromosome SNP was ascertained based on published databases (https://isogg.org/)34,51–53 and used to
identify NRY haplogroups.

Comparative dataset
We analyzed our newly sequenced data alongside comparative datasets.6–12,14–19,30 All individuals
analyzed had date ranges overlapping with the 4th-8th centuries CE with the exception of four individuals
from Olalde et al.11, where date cut-offs were broadened to increase the number of Iberian reference
individuals. For all comparative individuals, coverage of the autosomal 1240K SNPs was calculated using
gatk DepthOfCoverage,54 and (with the exception of four individuals from Szólád) individuals with <0.1×
coverage were excluded from our dataset and all analyses. In most cases, we used the BAMs published
in the study, but in some cases we used BAMs that were re-processed in the Veeramah lab from
published fastq files using the same type of pipeline as our novel data. BAMs were called using in-house
genotype callers consistent with our novel data. Information on all comparative individuals analyzed are
presented in Table S2.

All individuals (both reference and novel) were called for genotypes from the whole genome, imputed for
all diploid, dinucleotide sites within the 1000 Genomes Project Phase 3 v5a VCF files using GLIMPSE
v1.155 (using the 1000 Genomes Project data as the imputation reference)34, and filtered down to the
1240K positions.

Biological relatedness assessment
We used the software package lcMLkin to identify close biological relatedness between the individuals
from all four Balaton sites (as well as Bardonecchia and Torino Lavazza).56 All individuals were included
regardless of level of coverage. We used a modified version of lcMLkin that included external allele
frequency data, similar to Amorim et al.6 Analyses were performed using genotype likelihood data from
1,079,996 autosomal 1240K sites as input. We used allele frequency data from the 1000 Genomes CEU
and TSI populations (as well as the merger of the two, CEU_TSI)34. We ignored all relationships between
low-coverage individuals with minimal common SNP coverage (i.e., less than 5,000 shared SNPs in an
lcMLkin analysis) as these are likely spurious (not real) relationships.

Principal component analysis
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We analyzed the data from the Balaton region sites alongside data from 492 penecontemporaneous
comparative individuals. PCAs were conducted to place ancient individuals one-by-one onto a
background of modern individuals. A Procrustes transformation was used to merge 561 ancient
Europeans onto a single PCA (with a background of modern individuals). We used modern European
populations from the POPRES dataset31 as imputed by Veeramah et al.30 We conducted analyses using
all overlapping 328,670 SNPs (Supp. Section S4). For each Balaton region site as well as for each
geographic region, we also calculated covariance confidence ellipses based on Pearson correlation
coefficients; ellipses were given radii corresponding to 1.5 standard deviations.

Logistic regressions testing association of PCA results with dress accessories and ACD were calculated
using R v4.1.257 and plotted using the ggplot258 and cowplot packages; power analyses were conducted
using the WebPower package.59 Hosmer and Lemeshow’s R2 and chi-square p values for each
regression were calculated within R.

Gene flow modeling analysis
We used FEEMS32 in order to model gene flow in a spatial context across Europe using our Lake Balaton
and penecontemporary individuals. We used GLIMPSE imputations described above. FEEMS has a
native imputation feature for missing data, but this simply relies on the mean allele frequencies across
individuals for a given SNP, and does not account for low coverage. FEEMS also relies on population
allele frequencies, which are likely to be estimated more accurately for low coverage data than individual
genotypes. Of the 566 4-8th century Europeans available to us, 26 were removed due to inferred 1-3rd
degree relatedness between other individuals due to the reliance on unbiased population frequencies. We
further set a maximum of n=100 for individuals represented from a particular macro-region (for example
British Isles) in order to mitigate as much as is possible against biases that result from oversampling in
one region and undersampling in others. For macro-regions with more than 100 individuals, we randomly
chose 100 representatives. We filtered out SNPs with a minor allele frequency less than 0.1 in the CEU
1000 Genomes populations34 and performed linkage disequilibrium filtering using plink using
--indep-pairwise 50 5 0.2.60 Thus the final dataset consisted of 371 4-8th century individuals from across
Europe with imputed diploid genotypes at 76,669 SNPs. We note that this compares favorably to the
example use case of FEEMS in Marcus et al.32 using 111 gray wolves from across North America
genotyped at 17,729 SNPs (though that dataset has a more even geographic spread and relies on true
diploid genotypes rather than imputation). An approximate polygon of Europe encompassing the
geographic location of our sampleset was obtained using https://www.birdtheme.org/useful/v3tool.html.
FEEMS was run under default parameters under three different lambda values (20, 2, 0,2). Decreasing
lambda decreases the smoothing but can lead to overfitting, but we found a lambda of 0.2 to provide the
best resolution of meaningful geographic barriers, with larger numbers leading to overly smooth surfaces
that were not informative), and thus we provide visualizations from using this value. We conducted this
analysis using all Lake Balaton individuals simultaneously (Fig 3c) and for each of the four populations
individually (Fig S3).

Model-based clustering analyses
We conducted supervised ancestry clustering analyses using fastNGSadmix.33 We constructed seven
reference panels of imputed penecontemporaneous individuals representing Mediterranean
Europe7,9–12,14–19 (Italy, Iberia; MEDEU, n=40), Northern Germany/Britain (NGBI, n=40),
Scandinavia/Estonia (SCAND, n=40), East Asia (EASIA, n=16), South Asia (SASIA, n=17), North Africa
(NAFRICA, n=20), and sub-Saharan Africa (SUBSAHARAN, n=8). We also conducted analyses using
modern 1000 Genomes Project populations, CEU+GBR, FIN, IBS, TSI, YRI, EAS, and SAS; as per
Amorim et al.6, we merged the CEU and GBR populations into a single population, as the two populations
are not properly distinguishable by these types of analyses.

We generated the Beagle PL files for the genotype likelihoods used by fastNGSadmix for all individuals
with coverage ≥0.1× for 1,091,054 autosomal 1240K sites using vcftools.61 FastNGSadmix analyses were
run for each individual one-by-one. Each individual analysis was run 50 times with 10 bootstraps per run
for penecontemporaneous individuals and 100 bootstraps for Balaton individuals; the run with the greatest
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(i.e., least negative) likelihood was used for analysis. We also conducted a version using 1000 Genomes
Project data34 to supervise the analyses (see Supp. Section S5).

Data availability
Our newly generated sequence data from 53 individuals are available from the NCBI Sequence Read
Archive (SRA) database under accession PRJNA811958 for 1240K data from Fonyod, Hács, and
Balatonszemes; under accession PRJNA812074 for WGS data from Hács and Balatonszemes; and
under PRJNA936918 for 1240K and WGS data from Torino Lavazza and Bardonecchia. We accessed the
POPRES (Population Reference Sample) dataset collected and published by Nelson et al. 31 from dbGaP
(accession phs000145.v4.p2).
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Figure Legends
Figure 1: Location and chronological position of the four investigated sites within the (Western) Roman
Empire. Roman roads are indicated with red lines, while late Roman inner fortresses of the Lake Balaton
area are marked with black. Map created with QGiS v3.22.1 and resources used from Ancient World
Mapping Center. “Coastline, River, Inland water, Open water, Roman road”.
<http://awmc.unc.edu/wordpress/map-files/> [Accessed: January 07, 2022].62

Figure 2: Cemetery maps of the three sites. Graves are identified based on age, (osteological and
genetic) sex, and sampling status as well as the presence of amber beads, brooches, double-and
single-sided combs, and weapons. Dotted outlines indicate biological relatedness. Pedigrees of the
biologically related individuals are overlayed on the cemetery maps with colors corresponding to
fastNGSadmix results from Figure 4. a. Cemetery map of Fonyód. Due to the dimensions of the cemetery,
graves sizes are not to scale with the size of the cemetery. This figure was modified from Gallina and
Straub.24 b. Cemetery map of Hács. This figure was modified from Kiss 1995.5 c. Cemetery map of
Balatonszemes. Bal_26 is not included in this figure, as this individual was buried 200 meters west of the
main site. This figure was modified from Miháczi-Pálfi 2018.63

Figure 3: Procrustes PCA of 561 individuals6–12,30 transformed on to a PCA with 1,385 modern European
individuals from the POPRES dataset31 using pseudohaploid genotype calls from 328,670 SNPs with
individuals. Penecontemporaneous reference individuals are colored in pastel colors based on their
region, while modern individuals from POPRES are colored in grey. a. PCA results from the Lake Balaton
communities are plotted with covariance confidence ellipses with radii corresponding to 1.5 standard
deviations overlaying the PCA. b. PCA results from the penecontemporary populations are plotted with
similar ellipses. c. PCA zoomed in on the northern cluster of the PCA with polygons identifying the lack of
overlap between the 5th century Lake Balaton communities. d. a FEEMS plot estimating gene flow
between the 4th-8th century communities analyzed in the PCA with all four Lake Balaton communities
analyzed together. Bluer colors indicate more migration, while brown indicate less/no migration.

Figure 4: Supervised ancestry proportions from individuals from Fonyód, Hács, Balatonszemes, and
Szólád. The ♂ and ♀ symbols identify genetic males and genetic females, respectively, while triangles
identify individuals buried with dress accessories (in the case of Fonyód, Hács, and Balatonszemes) or
brooches specifically (in the case of Szólád). Proportions were estimated using fastNGSadmix in using a.
using 1000 Genomes populations as references34 with CEU+GBR referring to a merger of “Northern
Europeans from Utah” (CEU) and “British in England and Scotland” (GBR), FIN refers to “Finnish in
Finland”, IBS refers to “Iberian populations in Spain”, and TSI refers to “Tuscans from Italy”; EAS refers to
the East Asian super-population, SAS refers to the South Asian super-population, and YRI refers to
“Yoruba in Ibadan, Nigeria”. b. penecontemporaneous individuals to form reference populations7,9–12,14–19
with MEDEU referring to individuals from Italy and Iberia (Mediterranean Europe), NGBI refers to
individuals from what are now northern Germany and Britain, SCAND refers to individuals from what are
now Scandinavia/Estonia, EASIA refers to individuals from what is now Hanben, Taiwan, NAFRICA refers
to individuals from what is now Sudan, SASIA refers to individuals from Roopkund Lake in what is now
India, and SUBSAHARAN refers to individuals from sub-Saharan Africa. Individuals with <0.1× coverage
were excluded from this analysis. Individuals are sorted based on increasing MEDEU and then by
decreasing NGBI. c. presents a line graph showing the change in ancestry proportions through time over
the four sites.
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Supplemental Table Titles
Supplemental Table S1. Information about newly sequenced data

Supplemental Table S2. Information of comparative ancient dataset

Supplemental Table S3. lcMLkin results using three different modern allele frequency panels for pairs
sharing at least 5000 SNPs (sorted by CEU+TSI Pi-hat value).

Supplemental Table S4. Results from Logistic Regression analyses
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